
MIGRATING FROM 

XAMARIN
Easy Transition, Superior Performance: Your
Path from Xamarin to iOS and Android

Challenge
The company needed to ensure a smooth
migration without disrupting their ongoing
operations. They required a solution that not only
matched but exceeded the functionality and
reliability of their existing framework and offered
clients a better experience.

The main objectives were to minimize downtime,
train their in-house team to use iOS and Android
effectively, and migrate their app with enhanced
performance capabilities.

Background

Seasoned iOS & Android experts
offer mentorship and support,
helping your team navigate
technical challenges during the
transition process efficiently.

3. Proven Expertise

With over 14 years of experience,
Kodeco ensures effective and
reliable guidance throughout your
migration.

sales@kodeco.com https://enterprise.kodeco.com/

A well-established company that relies heavily on
Xamarin for their mobile app development, faced
challenges as Xamarin approached its end of life. 

Seeking a more powerful and reliable solution
than .NET MAUI, they approached Kodeco to help
them make a strategic transition to native iOS
and Android mobile apps for more elegant client  
experiences.

1. Customized Training

Kodeco creates tailored training
programs that align with your
company's specific needs,
enhancing the effectiveness of the
learning experience for your team.

Kodeco Benefits

2. Expert Mentorship

https://enterprise.kodeco.com/xamarin-transition


To address their customer’s needs, Kodeco developed a customized multi-step plan:

1. Initial Analysis: We conducted a deep evaluation of the client’s existing app and infrastructure to

understand their specific requirements and challenges.

2. Custom Workshops: Based on the initial assessment, we tailored a series of workshops designed
to upskill their development team in Agile development, as well as in the latest technologies and
best practices for iOS and Android.

3. Custom Curriculum: We also provided custom-curated learning resources to help their mobile
development team learn exactly what they needed to know in advance of their workshops.

4. Dedicated Mentorship: Because this is a complicated ongoing transition, we provided additional
one-on-one mentoring for their mobile team, to troubleshoot issues and provide guidance on best
engineering practices throughout the migration.

Solution

Result
The client has expressed high satisfaction with the comprehensive learning plan designed
to facilitate their migration. The tailored training program, crafted to meet their specific
needs, has instilled confidence in their team about successfully managing the migration to
new iOS and Android platforms. These workshops have allowed their team to get an
accelerated path to building native iOS and Android apps, ensuring their business doesn't
miss a beat.

Conclusion

This case study exemplifies Kodeco’s commitment to providing comprehensive migration
solutions tailored to meet specific business needs. Our approach ensures that companies
not only transition away from deprecated technologies like Xamarin but also advance their
capabilities with more powerful platforms like iOS and Android, ensuring YOY monetization.
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